Holistic EPA Assessment (Top Down)

Entrustment Assessors

- In situ observation and judgment of specific EPA(s) for individual student (KSAs, discernment, truthfulness, conscientiousness)

Entrustment Group Review

- Longitudinal student performance & assessment data (REDEI)
- Competency attainment
- Artifacts/evidence
- Narratives
- Entrustment Assessor data

Award/Deny EPA Badge(s)

- Gateway to:
  - Entry to clinical experiences
  - Entry to sub-internship
  - Readiness to graduate/enter residency

Programmatic Entrustment

Required Number of “Entrustable” Milestones

- By Competency
- By Competency Domain
- By EPA
  - Defined artifacts/evidence for each EPA

Milestone Judgments:

- Pre-Entrustable
- Approaching Entrustable
- Entrustable

43 UME Competencies

- linked to courses, clinical experiences, & scholarly projects

Multiple direct observers of students’ performance

Ad hoc entrustment decisions for specific EPA(s) by a directly observing supervisor

Qualified Assessor (QA) defined as:

- educational leader (e.g., clinical experience or course director) who provides a milestone judgment of individual student’s performance for all linked competencies based on data gathered in course

Granular Competency and EPA Assessment (Bottom Up)